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About This Game

Sea strategy with elements of Tower Defense. Protect the Сaramel castle from the attacks of pirates. Get resources and build
ships, improve your buildings and create new ones.
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 building Construction and improvement

 Real-time battles

 Creation of warships in automatic mode

 Use of unique skills that change the gameplay.

 Rock-paper-scissors combat system

Сaramel port Protection

Your port can be an easy prey for pirates, so you should take care of the defense of the port, the construction of defense towers
and their subsequent improvement will be a good solution to this problem.

Strong fleet

To destroy pirate structures should create a strong fleet, building a shipyard, you can start building ships. Different types of
ships are suitable for different tasks, fast and maneuverable corvettes are suitable for lightning attacks, while the heavy Galleon
is better suited for the siege of the enemy base. It is also worth considering and what are the ships used by the pirates in order to

effectively devise a plan of attack.

Laboratory

By building a laboratory, you can use unique skills, cause an Armada of Ghost ships, the rain of caramel fragments, or a volley
of cascade guns.
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You need a way to report people too many hackers running around with no way for us to let you know who..... other than that
the game is a fun classic shooter. Near perfect, and free! Blessings and fortune upon you. Roomscale games like this are the
reason why I bought the Vive (apparently) and I could play a thousand more titles like this. You didn't make the puzzle(s) hard
at all, which is good for a moron like myself. It's not very long, so make sure to savour the first playthrough, but even at it's
current length, I could see myself paying up to $2.99 for this. If you take 7000mg of LSD-25, you will murder your father. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mYOQ-VrhJ2w. I like RPGMaker games. This one is quite generic content-wise, but the
story and delivery is unique.. A detective story? In a way, yes. Phoenix has to investigate the murder of a World Union citizen
and will succeed in the end. But it differs much from the 'normal' detective story.

On the one hand we learn a lot about this new society, where our present virtues are not worthy anymore but greed and
selfishness are desirable propberties. People are expected to be happy for the fact alone, to live in this society. Many try to
become citizens of the World Union and immigrate. Not easy, they have to succeed in exams and a final security screening. One
of Phoenix's jobs. She seems to be model citizen of this new society, though is not thoroughly happy. We learn this in her many
small talks with her BFF Sandra. So an element of criticisim comes in here and prepares for a late chapter, where we will meet
another group.

Aside from this we have very entertaining elements like her private life with fashion, dance, more private entertainment.

In the end she solves the case, is sent on a new mission, in which she sould bring down the organisation behind the murder. So a
direct prep for a second game - which has not come yet.

On the whole a refreshing game with many entertaining elements, subjects, to think about but not too innovative or memorable
puzzles.. loved this game in early 2k still remember the maps well to be fair to me, not a comprehensive shooter like nowadays
games but still major fun (and infuriateing ) this was made in the days before games had manditory autosave checkpoints so you
have to run through maps getting to an area you think you should hit f5 and check point save yourself.

recomend yes its not a bad game if u can get over the old graphics and the so many deaths lol. The concept is great and a lot of
the levels are extremely fun. So why don't I recommend it? Because the difficulty curve is far too uneven and too many levels
rely on the pure physical challenge of mastering chaining together a sequence of extremely precise mouse movements and click
timings, with nothing interesting remaining to "figure out" apart from the necessary physical practice, long past the point it
ceases to be play and instead becomes something akin to athletics, or training for performance art (in the sense of, e.g., juggling
or ballet). It might be fun to watch someone else stream it, but to do it yourself is... well, work.. Those familiar with the term
"Nintendo Hard" will feel right at home with this madness right here. It's loads of fun and definitely anger inducing, like
GEEZ... I wouldn't suggest being around mixed company when playing this as it will cause you to fill the room with that foul
language. It's a mix of the old gradius vibe with some of that mindbreaking "bullet hell" that everyone loves.

That aside, the graphics are really good. Think a step above SNES, with sprites that stand out and sound effects that keep your
attention. I don't really enjoy the soundtrack too much, but the option to turn it down is available. My only major major gripe is
the inability to actually pause the game with the start button on my Xbox 360 USB controller. It requires me to press Q instead
and while it might not be a huge deal for some, a shooter like this is kind of hard enough to survive without having to reach over
to press Q when I could easily press the START button.

All in all, it's a fun game that comes cheap (and even cheaper with a steam sale) and for 4 insanely hard levels, it's not bad at all.
I definitely recommend this welcome distraction.
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I really like the cover picture but the thing i have noticed is what rank do i unlock it and what vehicle can use it. Please help me..
Was hoping to try the game but couldn't load it up properly. Just keeps crashing or unable to go full screen.. Pretty good.. You
control Clara, a girl admitted in an hospital due to her delusions, you'll soon break out and set out to find a cure for, well, the
player actually: that's cause you're actually controlling her, you're the voice inside her head and are able to move her body and
influence her actions.
What follows is a slightly interactive game that tackles the themes of human relationships, mental illness and game design in
equal part and isn't afraid to break the fourth wall in doing so.

PROS:

-great soundtrack

-engaging story backed by a truly good narrative

-manages to craft a surreal and somewhat disturbing atmosphere

-Clara is a very well written character with a distinct personality and believable reactions

-uses its 4th wall breaks very well

NEUTRAL:

-no real gameplay apart from moving around and interacting with objects\/ characters (but then it's clearly

explained in the Store page), this is basically a slightly interactive story

CONS:

-areas feel a bit too big and walking around can get trite at times

-the other supporting characters are quite lacking in depth, it's difficult to care about any of them (even when Clara
does)

-unimpressive graphics even for an RPGMaker game

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=660889975

199x is extremely simple as games go, you basically just move around and interact with a few objects or people to propel the
story forward. But the story and narrative more than make up for the barebones gameplay as they're truly good: the plot is
slowly revealed as days go by and you find out more about Clara, her past and what's happening to the city. The whole thing
seamlessly goes from disturbing to surreal to funny without breaking a sweat and it expertly breaks the 4th wall whenever
necessary. Clara is also a very interesting character, has a good depth and is hard not to get attached to her as you play the game.

As good as Clara is it's a shame that the other characters you meet are pretty lacking in depth, even those that are supposed to be
important in the story: a bit more interaction would have gone a long way in helping the player get attached to them and care
about their fate as much as Clara does. The walking around can also get a bit dull as the few areas you travel through feel a bit
too huge and, as far as I know, there's no quick walk button.

If you're ok with a game that is just interested in telling you a story then 199x comes fully recommended: there's something in
Clara, her narrative and the subjects the game addresses that can easily leave a mark.
. A short review from me.
I think this game is pretty good! The gameplay is fun and with the new features is it even more fun! Start with small games, get
more cash through the games, hire new artists, programers, autors and more and skill your employees to make your game better
and better.
Make contracts with publishers or adversite your game by yourself to earn more money and fans, when you have enough cash,
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create your own console! And dominate the market!
But watch out, some companies may dislike you and try to destroy your reputation or steal your employees.

The graphics are unique, the gameplay is awesome and the dev is cool, listens to suggestions and works really hard to make the
game even better and more fun!

There's also a Workshop where you can download and upload mods, the game is written in lua and with this, the game is fully
modable! Want to make a shooter out of the game? No problem!

The Game is for 9,99€ pretty good!. Probably the best of the "trilogy" of Black Mirror.

Not a "classic", but a good, well written, adventure game.

Pity for the final, a little too "fast", I think.. Don' buy this game unless you enjoy the following:
-Very slow build ups
-Unintelligent gameplay
-Difficulty based off of restrictive movement and buffed enemy health
-Enemies with no intelligence
-No pause menus during gameplay
-No exit button or main menu at all

*I got to wave 99 on my first runthrough. Every enemy is predictable or on a preditermined path. Wave games are meant to
implement reflexes and the players ability to process multiple scenarios while continously thining the arena and observing a
potential path. This game just forces you into corners, runs you into monotonous cycles, and did a fine job of not even living up
to it's name. Good thing it was only $2 on sale. It isn't even worth that, to be honest.. A dollar well spent lol This game will last
you about 15-25 minutes. The graphics are actually really decent and the game gave me quite a few jumpscares. Wish it was a
bit longer but hey, won't complain.

Video of me palying the game below. The first 10 seconds are quite representative of the game.
https://youtu.be/Ey5g-mOI9rE. Awesome little platformer with tight controls that draws inspiration from Meat Boy but
improves upon it with new movement mechanics and intricate level designs. Not every level is perfect, personally I'm not a fan
of the inverted gravity and inverted control levels (which are few and far between) but it totally makes up for any drawback it
might have in style and charm. Soundtrack is awesome too though because it is hard it might get repetitive after a while.

Tldr; Awesome platformer, if you have any interest in the genre play this game because it is very good.. Cube & Star is
supposed to be an "art game". Now, if you 're familair with my tastes in games, you know it's a genre I appreciate: I can't sing
enough praises for "Papers, Please", and I really liked "Flowers", for example.

Cube & Star is nothing like those. It's a pretentious mess that mistakes random word juxtaposition for poetry. You're a cube and
your goal is to... what? color the world? collect useless junk? It's never quite clear. The only marks of your progress are the
collectibles you gather. These show up every x steps. With x being random. And they're usually made of 2-3 polygons and have
fancy names that mean nothing.

There are no lethal enemy, no interesting sightseeing (past the first 2 minutes). You can bump into other cubes or animals and A
random, meaningless sentence will pop-up (and will take painfully long to fade out) before you'll continue your travels.

After what seemed like an endlessly long time, a new power showed up, seemingly at random, that allowed me to burn a bit of
my surroundings. What purpose does it serve? Probably none.

I suppose you begin to see a pattern: there's nothing that makes sense, there is no challenge, no reward, no loving craft that was
used to shape the world. It's all an empty, meaningless random experience.

Playing Cube&Stars would be like playing Diablo if Diablo had no enemies, was painted with pastel colors instead of grey and
brown, and if Blizzard's title used a tileset that had just 10 element for generating levels.
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Stay clear of this one. It's not worth its cheap price, let alone your time.
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